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Meagems Thailand Co., Ltd.
 

Sourcing and Providing Exquisite Pearl Jewelry
Meagems Thailand Co., Ltd. is a premier provider of high-quality pearl jewelry.
With a strong focus on sourcing and curating the finest pearls, we bring elegance
and sophistication to our customers.

Our Mission:
 

At Meagems, our mission is to offer exceptional pearl jewelry that enhances
beauty and captures the essence of timeless elegance.
We are committed to providing exquisite craftsmanship, superior quality, and
unparalleled customer service.

Why Choose Us:
 

Unparalleled Quality:
We meticulously handpick each pearl, ensuring they meet our stringent
standards of excellence.
Our pearls undergo thorough quality checks to guarantee their luster, color,
shape, and overall beauty.

Wide Selection:
 

Our extensive collection features a wide range of pearl jewelry, including
necklaces, earrings, bracelets, and more.
We offer various pearl types, sizes, colors, and settings to suit diverse tastes and
preferences.

Expert Craftsmanship:
 

Our skilled artisans craft each piece with precision, attention to detail, and a
deep understanding of the unique nature of pearls.
The result is jewelry that showcases the natural beauty of pearls in stunning
designs.



 
Our Pearl Types:

 
We specialize in sourcing different pearl types, including:
Freshwater Pearls: Known for their affordability, diverse colors, and versatility.
Akoya Pearls: Renowned for their classic beauty, exceptional luster, and timeless
elegance.
South Sea Pearls: Coveted for their large size, luxurious appearance, and rarity.
Tahitian Pearls: Celebrated for their unique colors, iridescence, and boldness.

 
 

Our Customers:
 

Meagems caters to a wide range of customers, including:
Individuals seeking stunning jewelry pieces for special occasions and everyday
wear.
Jewelry retailers and wholesalers looking for high-quality pearl jewelry to expand
their product offerings.
Gift buyers searching for memorable presents that convey elegance and
sophistication.

 
 

Partnerships and Sustainability:
 

Meagems values ethical sourcing and sustainable practices.
We maintain strong partnerships with pearl farmers and adhere to strict
environmental standards.
Our commitment to sustainability ensures that our customers can enjoy our
jewelry with confidence and peace of mind.

 
 

Contact Us:
Explore our exquisite collection at our showroom or online store.
Visit our website at www.meagems.com or contact us at mkt@meagems.com
Connect with us on social media for the latest updates, promotions, and
inspiration. On IG - https://www.instagram.com/mea_gems/

 
 

Experience the Timeless Beauty of Pearls
Meagems Thailand Co., Ltd.

Sourcing and Providing Exquisite Pearl Jewelry
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Fresh water round necklaces and earrings set
aubergine colors AAA quality

CLASSIC
CHOCKER SET

PEACOCK
GREEN

Flat pearl necklace 16 mm round,

ROUND 
COIN
PEARL NACRE

Earrings and necklace with pink baroque fresh
water pearls set  natural color AAA

SET



DISCOVER TIMELESS ELEGANCE WITH MEAGEMS,
WHERE LUXURY MEETS THE LUSTROUS BEAUTY OF

PEARLS. 
IMMERSE YOURSELF IN A WORLD OF SOPHISTICATION

AND GRACE, AS WE UNVEIL AN EXQUISITE
COLLECTION CRAFTED WITH METICULOUS ATTENTION

TO DETAILS
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Fresh water round necklaces white AAA quality

CLASSIC
CHOCKERS

Baroque silver necklace with fres water pearls

BAROQUE
SILVER 
NECKLACE 

Pink Gold necklace with baroque fresh water pearls
set 

PINK GOLD
BAROQUE
NECKLACE



EARRINGS

Earrings with mix gems Earrings with topaz

Pink Baroque Earring Baroque Earrings





TOP SELLER

White Shell Nacre necklace 16

mm round, perfect round

South Sea Pearls to set 8 mm Champagne Stud Earrings

6mm

Baroque pealrs bracelets with

blue gem



LIMITED EDITION

Necklace with baroque fresh water pearls set 42 cm
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For more information please email us
at

mkt@meagems.com or call us
Eng/ITA+66991464552
Thai + 66909444926
ITA +393716168443
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Follow us on Instagram
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